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Wake-field and fast head-tail instability caused by an electron cloud
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In positron and proton storage rings, electrons produced by photoemission, ionization, and secondary emis-
sion accumulate in the vacuum chamber during multibunch operation with close spacing. A positron or proton
bunch passing through this ‘‘electron cloud’’ experiences a force similar to a short-range wake field. This
effective wake field can cause a transverse-mode-coupling instability, if the electron-cloud density exceeds a
threshold value. In this report, we compute the electron-cloud induced wake in a region without external
magnetic field both analytically and via computer simulation, for parameters representing the low-energy
positron ring of KEKB and the LHC proton beam in the CERN SPS. We study the linearity and time
dependence of the wake function and its variation with the size of the electron cloud. Using a broadband
resonator model for the electron-cloud wake field, we then evaluate theoretical expressions for the transverse-
mode-coupling instability based on the linearized Vlasov equation, and for the instability threshold of fast
transverse blow up including its dependence on chromaticity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In positron and proton storage rings, an emittance gro
has been observed in multibunch operation with close sp
ing ('10 ns) @1–3#. As a possible explanation, a sing
bunch instability caused by electron cloud has been
cussed@4,5#. The instability has been analyzed using a f
mula of the fast electron-positron bunch instability@4,6#,
tracking simulation@5#, and a simplified two-particle mode
@5#. In this paper, we study the wake force in more det
evaluate the transverse-mode coupling caused by the ele
cloud @7,8#, and estimate instability thresholds for fast blo
up.

Note that the electron-cloud effect we discuss is differ
from the electron-proton instability that has been observe
the Los Alamos PSR@9#, where a fast transverse instabili
above a certain threshold current results in beam loss.
PSR stores a single proton bunch, with an rms length
about 25 m. Electrons inside the beam pipe perform m
oscillations during the bunch passage, and their number
be strongly amplified at the trailing edge of the bun
~‘‘trailing-edge multipactoring’’ @10#!. On the contrary, in
this paper we consider a parameter regime that is chara
istic of the LHC beam in the CERN SPS and of the twoB
factories, where short bunches, of mm or cm rms leng
interact with a pre-established electron cloud, that has b
generated by the preceding bunches. The number of e
trons in the beam pipe does not change appreciably du
the passage of a bunch, and electrons in the beam vic
perform only about one oscillation along the bunch leng
Thus, both the electron creation mechanism, the dynamic
the electron cloud, and the number of oscillations per bu
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passage, which is a critical instability parameter, subst
tially differ from the Los Alamos case.

Further note that this instability is also different from bo
the ion-hose@11# and the fast beam-ion instability@6#. The
ion-hose instability occurs if an electron beam is inject
into a plasma, where the beam field expels the electron
two-stream instability can then develop between the gen
ated plasma channel and the beam. The ion-hose instabil
weakened by a solenoid field, which produces a cyclot
frequency comparable to the betatron frequency as de
mined by the plasma. By contrast, in this report we consi
a positively charged beam passing through a non-neu
plasma of electrons. There is no guiding mechanism,
there are no ions. More and more electrons are attracted
side the beam volume during its passage. In addition,
betatron oscillation frequency is provided by external qu
rupole fields and not by a plasma, and the effect of the e
trons only constitutes a small perturbation, namely, it cau
a shift in the fractional betatron tune. The difference to t
fast beam ion instability is that, for the latter, the ions~or
electrons! are generated during the passage of the bunch
side the beam volume, whereas in the electron-cloud cas
electrons exist prior to bunch arrival and approximately u
formly fill the beam pipe prior to the bunch arrival.

We refer to a parameter regime where most of the e
trons are formed by synchrotron radiation and photoemiss
or beam-induced multipacting. For LHC or KEKB, the num
ber of electrons generated by ionization is about nine ord
of magnitude lower. For this reason, the effect of ions on
cloud electrons is negligible@12#.

The electron cloud induces a wake field when the be
passes through it; that is, a disturbance of the electron clo
which is caused by a transverse perturbation of a longitud
part of the beam, affects the following parts of the beam.
a storage ring, this wake field can induce two kinds of ins
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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bilities. The medium range wake force (.ns) causes a trans
verse coupled-bunch instability@8#, while the short-range
wake (,100ps) causes a transverse single bunch instab
namely, a head-tail effect@5#. This paper addresses the sho
range wake field.

We consider a bunch with distributio
C(x,px ,y,py ,z,pz ;s) in the six-dimensional phase spac
where the density C is normalized so tha
*Cdx dpxdy dpydz dpz51. The longitudinal coordinatez is
the relative longitudinal displacement of beam. It is e
pressed byz5s2ct, wheret is the arrival time of a particle
with the longitudinal coordinatez at locations, and a positive
z means the particle is ahead of the bunch center. A par
at a longitudinal positionz in the bunch experiences a wak
force from perturbations induced by the preceding partz8
.z) of the bunch. If the wake forceFx(y)(z,s) is of the same
nature as the wake arising from an ordinary impedance
vacuum chambers and cavities, it can be expressed by

Fx(y)~z,s!5
N1r c

g E
z

`

Wx(y)~z2z8,s!rx(y)~z8,s! dz8 ~1!

whererx(y)(z,s)5*dx dpxdy dpydpzx(y)C is a horizontal
~vertical! dipole moment atz, N1 the number of positrons o
protons in the bunch,r c the classical particle radius, andg
the relativistic factor. The termWx(y)(z,s) is called the~di-
pole! wake field. This is the linear coefficient of the forc
coupled with a dipole moment of the preceding part of
bunch. In Eq.~1!, a particle at longitudinal positionz feels a
force which depends only on the distance from the long
dinal positionz8 where a perturbation of the dipole mome
occurs. The conventional instability formalism@13#, as ex-
pressed by Eq.~1!, relies on certain properties of the wak
field, such as linearity, superposition, and time invarian
However, it is not cleara priori whether the wake field in-
duced by the electron cloud has the same characteristic
the conventional one. A primary purpose in this paper is
study the characteristics of the wake force induced by
electron cloud and the accuracy at which it can be mode
by Eq. ~1!, i.e., treated like a normal wake field.

The electron cloud is formed by photoemission due
synchrotron radiation, due to residual-gas ionization by
ther the beam or the cloud itself, or due to secondary em
sion and beam-induced multipacting. The formation of
electron cloud has been studied previously in great detail
positron and proton storage rings; see, e.g., Refs.@4,8,14,15#.
Here we can use the information on the electron cloud
tained in the earlier studies. These have shown that for m
tibunch operation with close spacing ('10 ns) in positron
rings the electron cloud buildup saturates near the neutra
tion level, at which, averaged over two or more bunch p
sages, there is no net force at the chamber wall. For ce
values of bunch spacing and chamber aperture, similar d
sities also can be reached in proton rings, due to the sec
ary emission and multipacting. In the following study w
consider a typical electron-cloud density ofrc'1012 m23,
as we did in Ref.@5#.

In this paper the wake force induced by the electron clo
is calculated for a region without external magnetic fie
01650
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using both analytic and numerical methods. We employ
‘‘coasting beam’’ approximation to evaluate the wake fie
that is, the charge distribution of the beam is taken to
uniform in the longitudinal direction, where the line densi
of the positron bunchlb is given by N1/2sz . In this ap-
proximation, the electrons oscillate in a constant beam
tential near the beam center with an angular oscillation
quency of about

ve,x(y)5S 2lbr ec
2

sx(y)~sx1sy! D
1/2

, ~2!

wheresx(y) is the horizontal~vertical! beam size,r e the clas-
sical electron radius, andc the speed of light. We attempt t
model the wake field by a resonator, characterized by sh
impedanceRS , quality factorQ, and resonator angular fre
quencyvR , as is commonly used for characterizing the im
pedance of vacuum chambers or cavities. We expect tha
the electron-cloud case, the resonant frequency of
equivalent resonator is closely related to the electron osc
tion frequencyve .

Below the resonator parameters are evaluated, using
ther an analytical calculation or a simulation. The advanta
of the simulation is that it includes some features which r
der the electron-cloud effect different from an ordinary wa
field and which are neglected in the analytic treatment. Th
peculiar features are summarized as follows:

The strength of the wake force depends on the size of
electron cloud. Since the actual electron cloud is much lar
than the beam, a more realistic estimate of the strength o
wake force can be obtained by the simulation.

The force between beam and electrons and, hence,
the effective wake force is nonlinear in the transverse per
bation amplitude. This nonlinearity will lead to a saturatio
of the instability at a certain amplitude, which is comparab
to the beam size.

The electron cloud is distorted by the beam force as
interaction progresses. The effect of this distortion on
wake force can be estimated from the simulation.

We discuss the single bunch instability caused by
electron-cloud wake field by adapting the conventional ins
bility theory, which is based on Eq.~1!. This classical insta-
bility theory predicts an exponential growth whose rate
determined by the parameters of the beam and the w
field. Since the real wake field does not exactly fulfill E
~1!, the actual instability has a behavior different from t
simple exponential growth. We can conjecture the real
havior from the characteristics of the wake field obtained
the simulation. The tracking simulation reported in Ref.@5#
included all of the above features correctly and explicit
The approximations we make in this report are a trade off
the analytical approach.

Our discussion is done along the following steps. In S
II, the wake field is estimated by an analytic approach. T
parametersRS /Q and vR of the electron-cloud wake field
are derived for the interaction between a rigid Gauss
bunch and a cloud with the same rms size. In this anal
estimate, the wake field has an infinite quality factor (Q). In
other words, the excited electron cloud motion does
2-2
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damp in time. Next, in Sec. III, the wake force is calculat
by a numerical approach. A simulation is performed follo
ing the same procedure as was used for studying the m
bunch electron-cloud instability in Ref.@8#. The simulation
allows the determination ofRS /Q and vR for an arbitrary
cloud size. From this, we infer the relation of the wake-fie
parameters and the cloud size. In addition, nonlinear eff
lead to a finiteQ value, because the wake field damps ove
few oscillation periods due to the electron frequency spre
TheQ value is also obtained from the simulation. In Sec.
the transverse single bunch instability is studied using
approximate wake force determined in Sec. III. We anal
this instability using a perturbation formalism of the Vlas
equation, and estimate a threshold density of the elec
cloud.

Wake force and instability growth rate are evaluated b
for a positron ring and for a proton ring. To be specific, w
use the parameters of the low-energy positron ring of
KEK B factory ~KEKB-LER!, and those of the CERN SP
operated with the LHC proton beam. In the positron ring,
bunches are flat and short (2sz'1 cm), while in the proton
ring they are of nearly round shape and long (sz.10 cm).
Relevant parameters of KEKB-LER and CERN-SPS
given in Table I. The oscillation frequencies of the electro
@Eq. ~2!# multiplied by the bunch length,vesz /c, are 2.8 and
1.2 for vertical oscillation of KEKB-LER and CERN-SPS
respectively.

II. WAKE FORCE CALCULATED BY AN ANALYTIC
APPROACH

We first discuss the wake force using an analytic
proach. Slices of the positron beam are represented by
transverse center-of-mass coordinate at longitudinal coo
nate z and locations as @xb(z,s),yb(z,s)#. Motion of the
beam slice atz is described by the variation as a function
s. The electron cloud is characterized by its transve
center-of-mass@xc(s,t),yc(s,t)# at locations. The motion of
the electron cloud ats is described as a variation in timet.

TABLE I. Basic parameters of the KEKB LER and CERN SPS

Variable Symbol KEKB-LER SPS

Particle type — e1 p
Circumference L 3016 m 6900 m
Beam energy E 3.5 GeV 26 GeV
Bunch population Nb 3.331010 7.531010

Bunch spacing tsep 8 ns —
rms beam sizes sx 0.42 mm 5 mm

sy 0.06 mm 3 mm
Bunch length sz 5 mm 30 cm
rms energy spread sE /E 0.0007 0.0011
Slippage factor h 1.831024 5.7831024

Chromaticity Qx,y8 4/8 —
Synchrotron tune Qs 0.015 0.006
Betatron tune Qb,x(y) '46 26.7
Average beta function b' 15 m 40 m
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In the analytical treatment, we assume that the bea
electron cloud interaction is linear in the displacement
tween the centers of beam and electron cloud at eacs,
where the beam slice at (z,s) interacts with the electron
cloud at@s,t5(s1z)/c#. We here only consider the vertica
motion. Extension to the horizontal motion is straightfo
ward. The equations of motion for the beam and cloud
expressed as

d2yb~s,z!

ds2
1S vb,y

c D 2

yb~s,z!

52S vb,y

c D 2

$yb~s,z!2yc@s,~s1z!/c#%, ~3!

d2yc~s,t !

dt2
52vc,y

2 @yc~s,t !2yb~s,ct2s!#, ~4!

wherevb,y denotes the angular betatron frequency witho
electron interaction. The two coefficientsvb,y andve,y char-
acterize the linearized force between beam and cloud,
are given by

vb,y
2 5

2lcr ec
2

gky~sx1sy!sy
, vc,y

2 5
2lbr ec

2

ky~sx1sy!sy
, ~5!

wherelc and lb are the line densities of cloud and beam
andsx andsy are horizontal and vertical beam sizes, resp
tively. The coupling parametersvb and vc include a free
parameterky , which is derived from the integration over tw
Gaussian distributions, representing beam and cloud. If
electron cloud is represented by a rigid Gaussian distribu
with the same rms size as the beam, we havek52. Note that
vc , which is a coherent angular frequency of electron clo
is different by the factor 1/Ak;1/A2 from the incoherent
oscillation frequency of a single electron,ve in Eq. ~2!. The
horizontal equations of motion are of the same form as
vertical ones, and are obtained by replacingvb,y and vc,y
with

vb,x
2 5

2lcr ec
2

gkx~sx1sy!sx
, vc,x

2 5
2lbr ec

2

kx~sx1sy!sx
. ~6!

For the initial conditionyc(s,2`)50, the solution of Eq.
~4! is given as

yc~s,t !5vcE
2`

t

yb~s,s2ct8!sinvc~ t2t8!dt8. ~7!

Substituting the solution into Eq.~3!, the equation for the
beam motion is obtained as follows:

d2yb~s,z!

ds2
1S ṽb

c
D 2

yb~s,z!

5
vb

2vc

c3 E
z

`

yb~s,z8!sin
vc

c
~z2z8!dz8. ~8!
2-3
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Hereṽb
25vb

21vb
2 is the angular betatron frequency inclu

ing the interaction of the beam with the electron cloud. T
corresponding coherent tune shift is expressed by

Dvb5
vb

2

2vb
, ~9!

wherev0 is the angular revolution frequency. The right-ha
side of Eq.~8! can be represented by a wake function, wh
depends only on the longitudinal distance. Integrated o
the ring circumferenceL, this wake function can be written

W1~z!@m22#5cRS /Q sinS vc

c
zD for z,0, ~10!

where

cRS /Q5
gvb

2vc

lbr cc
3

L ~11!

and we have identifiedlbyb(s,z8)5ry(z8,s) with ry given
in Eq. ~1!. Thus we have demonstrated that, under the
proximations made, the wake field caused by the elec
cloud can be represented by a resonator, as is generally
for impedance problems associated with cavities and vac
chambers. If interpreted in terms of a resonator wake fi
the coefficient of the sinusoidal wake function correspon
to a shunt impedance divided by a quality factorRS /Q. In
our linear model, the wake function does not damp. T
means that, althoughRS /Q is finite, bothRS andQ are infi-
nite. For this analytical model, Eq.~8! also shows that the
wake force obeys linearity and superposition principle
perturbationyb(s,z), and depends only on the longitudin
distance from the perturbation (z2z8).

Table II lists the parameters of the wake force compu
for KEKB-LER and CERN-SPS. Here we have assumed t
the electron-cloud line density of the analytical model,lc , is
related to the electron density at the beam center by

lc52psxsyrc . ~12!

This relation follows from an integration of a Gaussian d
tribution with rms sizesx3sy and peak valuerc . The quan-
tity RS /Q in Table II linearly depends onrc . In Table II, it
has been evaluated for a densityrc51012 m23, which is a
typical value found in simulations of the electron-cloud fo

TABLE II. Analytically determined parameters for wake forc
induced by electron cloud using the resonator approximation.R/Q
in units ofV can be obtained bycRS /Q330. RS /Q andvb

2 , which
linearly depend onrc , are evaluated forrc51012 m23.

KEKB-LER CERN-SPS

x y x y

vc@s21# 6.431010 1.7031011 8.93108 1.153109

vb@s21# 1.73105 4.53105 1.13105 1.43105

cRS /Q@m22# 1.53105 2.93106 3.93105 8.33105
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mation @4,5#. In addition, we have usedkx,y52; this means
that the beam and electron cloud were treated as rigid Ga
ian distributions with equal transverse rms size. The ac
size of the cloud is much larger than that of the beam. In t
case, the parameterk should be larger than 2, andlc should
also be larger. However, picturing the cloud as a rigid Gau
ian with a much larger size than the beam is certainly
appropriate, due to the strong nonlinearity of the beam fo
at large amplitudes. Therefore, more realistic values ofk and
lc are determined by a numerical simulation described in
next section.

III. WAKE FIELD CALCULATED BY A SIMULATION

In this section, we estimate the wake force induced by
electron cloud using a computer simulation. The simulat
takes into account some effects neglected in the ana
theory.

First, we study the relation of wake-field strength a
cloud size. In the simulation, we include the electrons in
region of nonlinear force, i.e., at amplitudesx.sx or y
.sy . Note that a nonlinear interaction between the be
and each electron does not directly contradict with the
sumed linearity of the collective interaction between be
and cloud. Electrons in the nonlinear region might simp
contribute to the linear force between beam and cloud. In
previous section, the strength of the wake fieldRS /Q was
estimated from the line density of the cloud given in E
~12!. The wake field was underestimated by omitting t
contributions from electrons at larger amplitudes. The sim
lation on the other hand allows determining the strength
the wake field for an electron cloud widely distribute
around the beam.

Second, we address the linearity of the wake force. T
wake force is expected to be strongly nonlinear as a func
of the perturbation amplitude, because of the nature of
beam-electron force. Specifically, the wake function sho
become weaker at large perturbation amplitudes, since
beam-electron force decreases for distances larger than
beam size. We study the linearity of the wake field by va
ing the amplitude of perturbation in the simulation, and fro
this we conjecture the saturation amplitude of the beam
stability.

Third, the nonlinearity of the wake force also affects t
quality factorQ of the wake field. TheQ value was infinite
for the analytical estimation. The nonlinearity of the intera
tion leads to a spread of resonant frequencies, with the re
that Q is reduced to a finite value. In the simulation, theQ
value can be estimated from the damping of the wake fi
obtained.

Fourth, we study the effect caused by the distortion of
cloud due to the beam. In the analytic estimation, the e
tron cloud was represented by its center-of-mass, and o
the transverse dipole motion was considered. In reality,
beam force strongly distorts the electron-cloud distributio
Electrons are gathered near the beam center during the
sage of the bunch@18#. The cloud density increases in a tim
interval of the order 1/ve . In the simulation, we study the
variation of the wake field by changing the longitudinal p
2-4
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sition of a displaced bunch slice.
The electron density around 1012 m23, which we con-

sider, is far smaller than the density of the beam, 1019 m23

~KEKB! and 531015 m23 ~SPS!. During the bunch passag
the space-charge interaction between the electrons in
cloud, being much weaker than the beam-electron inte
tion, can, therefore, be neglected. Since the beam inter
with each electron independently, the wake force is prop
tional to the cloud density.

The simulation for the calculation of the wake force
performed following the same procedure as was used
studying the multibunch electron-cloud instability in Re
@8#. We consider an electron cloud with a transverse s
represented by macroparticles and a microbunch train wi
very narrow spacing. Note that the microbunch train rep
sents a ‘‘coasting beam,’’ i.e., a bunch with uniform longit
dinal charge distribution. The macroelectrons are initializ
with a transverse Gaussian distribution of a certain size, t
cally chosen as a multiple of the rms beam size. The mo
of the macroparticles in the electron cloud is expressed

d2xe,a

dt2
52

2N1r ec

Nb
(
i 51

Np

FG~xe,a2 x̄p,i ;s!d„t2t~sb!…,

~13!

where the forceFG(x) is expressed by the Bassetti-Erski
formula @16# normalized so thatFG→x/uxu2 as x→`. Nb
ands are the number of particles in a microbunch and tra
verse beam size, respectively.

When microbunches pass through the center of clo
they are not affected by the cloud and also the center-of-m
of the cloud does not move. If a microbunch with a sm
transverse displacement passes through the cloud, the c
is perturbed and its center-of-mass changes. The subseq
microbunches are deflected by the perturbed cloud:

F̄~zj ,s!5D x̄p, j8 52
2r e

g (
a51

Ne

FG„x̄~s!p, j2xe,a ;s….

~14!

From Eq.~1!, the wake force is calculated as the response
a small displacement of a microbunch,@rx(z),ry(z)#
5(xp,i ,yp,i)d(z2zi),

W1~zj ,zi !5
g

Nbr e

D x̄p, j8

x̄p,i

for zj,zi . ~15!

We compute the wake field for flat~KEKB-LER! and
round ~SPS! beams, and compare it with the analytical es
mate. Microbunches are placed longitudinally every 0.1 m
and 1 mm for KEKB-LER and SPS, respectively. The act
bunches (2sz51 cm and 60 cm! are represented by 10
and 600 microbunches for KEKB-LER and SPS, resp
tively. A microbunch corresponds to 3.33108 and 1.25
3108 real particles, respectively. In this simulation, th
length of the beam~sequence of microbunches! is chosen to
be longer than the actual bunch length. Needless to say
charge line density is kept, and the total charge of the be
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is thus larger than the actual bunch charge by a factor p
portional to the bunch length. The electron cloud is mode
by macroparticles. We use 100 000 of macroparticles in
simulation, and we verified the robustness of the compu
tion result by changing this number. The macroparticles
launched with a Gaussian distribution in the transverse pla
and their initial velocities are set to zero.

At first, the wake field is calculated by applying a di
placement to the first microbunch (i 51), and we study how
the wake field depends on the cloud size and on the pe
bation amplitude. We later change the position of the d
placed micro-bunch (i .1) and investigate the effect.

A. Wake field for flat beam

We investigate horizontal and vertical wake fields for
flat beam using the KEKB-LER parameters of Table I. T
beam aspect ratio issx /sy57, a typical value for positron
storage rings. As a consequence of the large aspect ratio
horizontal and vertical wake fields have somewhat differ
characteristics.

We first study the dependence of the wake-field stren
on the size of the electron cloud. The wake field is calcula
for various sizes of the cloud maintaining a constant cen
density (rc) and increasing the total number of cloud ele
trons (lc). The size of the electron cloud is characterized
two parameters (Sx ,Sy) referring to the horizontal and ver
tical size in units of the rms beam size (sx ,sy). For ex-
ample, the line densitylc for (a,b) is a3b times that of
~1,1!.

The vertical wake field is calculated by applying a vertic
displacement of 0.05 mm to the first microbunch, Fig. 1 d
picts the vertical wake force obtained by the simulation
various electron-cloud sizes:~1,1!, ~1,10!, ~10,1!, and
~10,10!. The resonator parameters are determined by fitt
the wake field to the expression@17#

FIG. 1. Vertical wake force (W1) induced by an electron cloud
Each line corresponds to a different size of the electron cloud:~1,1!,
~1,10!, ~10,1!, and~10,10!, in units of (sx ,sy).
2-5
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W~z!5c
RS

Q

vR

v̄
expS a

c
zD sinS v̄

c
zD , ~16!

wherea5vR/2Q andv̄5AvR
22a2. Note thatz is negative

for the tail of the beam.
The wake field for~1,1! is described bycRS /Q54.0

3106 m22, vR52.331011 s21, andQ513. These values
are consistent with the analytic estimate@7#, thoughcRS /Q
andvR are about 25% larger. The difference in frequency
reminiscent of the ‘‘Yokoya factor’’ known from the cohere
beam-beam interaction@19#.

The strength of the wake for~10,10! is two times larger
than that of~1,1! over the first few oscillation periods. Not
that the line density for~10,10! is 100 times larger than tha
of ~1,1!. The enhancement disappears after the third osc
tion period, from which moment on all the lines coincid
The enhancement may be caused by electrons in the no
ear region. It smears out rapidly, presumably due to filam
tation of the nonlinear oscillations. We also calculated
wake forces for cloud sizes~1,5!, ~5,1!, and ~5,5!. These
showed good agreement with~1,10!, ~10,1!, and~10,10!, re-
spectively, which suggests that electrons at amplitudes la
than 5s do not contribute to the vertical wake.

We consider the wake field for~10,10! as the most accu
rate one, since the actual electron cloud is much larger t
the beam. The parameters of the wake field arecRS /Q
58.33106 m22, vR52.231011 s21, and Q56.3. The
quality factorQ is finite in contrast to the analytic mode
The reduction ofQ is caused by the frequency spread ofvR ,
or in other words, by the smear of the electron coher
motion, due to the nonlinearity of the beam-cloud intera
tion. The value of Q is smaller for larger cloud size. Ele
trons far from the beam experience a nonlinear force wh
approaches 1/r asymptotically. The contribution from thes
electrons will be smeared rapidly.

FIG. 2. Horizontal wake force (W1) induced by an electron
cloud. Each line corresponds to a different size of the elec
cloud: ~1,1!, ~10,10!, ~10,30!, and~10,50!, in units of (sx ,sy).
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The horizontal wake field is calculated in the same m
ner. We apply a horizontal displacement of 0.1 mm to
first microbunch. Figure 2 shows the wake field obtained
the simulation for various electron-cloud sizes. The wa
force for~1,1! roughly coincides with the analytical estimat
We find cRS /Q52.23105 m22, vR58.731010 s21, and
Q560. The horizontal wake field shows a rapid convergen
when we increase the horizontal cloud size to 3 or 5sx . On
the other hand, the convergence with increasing vert
cloud size is poor, and the computed wake saturates only
vertical sizes as large as 30 to 50sy .

This is demonstrated more clearly in Fig. 3, which sho
the variation of the computedcRS /Q as a function of the
vertical cloud size. The value of the horizontal wake functi
for a large cloud size is much~13 times! higher than the
analytic estimate of Sec. II.

We use the wake field obtained with a cloud size~10,50!
as cRS /Q52.93106 m22, vR58.731010 s21, and Q
52.7 for analyzing the instability. The quality factor
somewhat smaller than in the vertical plane. This may be
to the larger contribution from the nonlinear region.

In the analytical estimate based on the equal-size r
Gaussian model, the wake force scales with the beam siz
cRS /Qx(y);@(sx1sy)sx(y)#

23/2, which follows from Eqs.
~5!, ~6!, and~11!. The horizontal wake force is much smalle
by a factor (sy /sx)

3/251/19, than the vertical one. Howeve
in the simulation the difference is only a factor of 2.9 for th
wake force computed with the actual electron-cloud size
~10,10! in the vertical and~10,50! in the horizontal. This
factor is close to (sy /sx)

1/251/2.65. We may conjecture tha
the number of electrons, which contribute to the horizon
wake force, is not given byrc3sxsy , but byrc3sx

2 . There
is no large difference between the strength of the horizo
and vertical wake field. This means that not only the verti
instability, but also the horizontal one could be importa
However, note that this conclusion will no longer hold,

n FIG. 3. Variation ofcRS /Q fitted from the simulation as a func
tion of the vertical cloud size. The horizontal cloud size is he
constant, equal to 103sx .
2-6
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there is a vertical magnetic field, since the latter suppres
the horizontal electron motion, but hardly affects the mot
in the vertical plane.

We next discuss the linearity of the wake field in t
perturbation amplitude. The wake field is expressed as
linear coefficient of the wake forceF for a dipole perturba-
tion rx(y)(z,s), as in Eq.~1!. We calculate the wake forc
using Eqs.~13! and ~15!. However, the existence of a wak
force does not guarantee the linearity of the perturbation.
linearity is examined by calculating the wake for vario
displacements of the first microbunch, as illustrated in Fig
We study the linearity for two cloud sizes of~1,1! and
~20,20!. We choose~20,20! to avoid boundary effects fo
large amplitudes. In the figure, the wake forces are in ag
ment with each other at low amplitudes, while they devi
gradually at large amplitudes. The wake shows a good
earity at amplitudes below 0.1 mm for both cloud sizes.
conclude that the limit of the linearity is not related to t
cloud size, but to the beam size. This means that instabil
will saturate at an amplitude comparable to the beam siz

Figure 5 shows the horizontal wake force computed
various initial displacements and a cloud size of~20,50!.
Also here the wake force displays a good linearity for sm
amplitudes, i.e., for amplitudes less than about 0.4 mm.
again infer that the limit of the linear range is determined
the beam size and independent of the cloud size.

The electron cloud becomes distorted due to the focus
force of the positron beam, on the time scale of 1/ve . In
units of length,c/ve,x andc/ve,y correspond to 4.4 mm an
1.7 mm, respectively, for KEKB parameters.

We calculate the wake field for different longitudinal p
sitions of the displaced micro-bunch. The sizes of elect
cloud used are~10,10! and ~10,50! for the vertical and hori-
zontal wake force, respectively. Figure 6 shows the w
field for the displacement of a microbunch located a dista
0 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, and 8 mm behind the head

FIG. 4. Linearity of the vertical wake force induced by an ele
tron cloud for a flat beam. Each line corresponds to a differ
displacement, of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 mm. The vertical beam
is 0.06 mm. The two pictures refer to cloud sizes of~1,1! and
~20,20!, respectively.
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bunch. Without focusing of the cloud by the beam, all lin
should be identical. The difference between the lines refle
the distortion of the electron cloud due to the beam. F
2z!c/ve,y51.7 mm, the wake force coincides with th
for 2z50 mm. The disagreement is remarkable for incre
ing 2z ~towards the tail of the bunch!. The wake field can no
longer be approximated by a resonator for large2z. It is
sufficient to consider the behavior around,10 mm, because
distances longer than the bunch length are of no interes
Fig. 6, the amplitude of the vertical wake forces is enlarg
2.4 times at the maximum for the displacement of later m
crobunches. We attribute this enlargement to the focusin
the electron cloud, sincec/ve,y,sz54 mm. On the other

-
t

ze

FIG. 5. Linearity of the horizontal wake force induced by a
electron cloud for a flat beam. Each line corresponds to a diffe
displacement, of 0.1, 0.4, 1, 2, and 4 mm. The horizontal beam
is 0.4 mm, and the electron-cloud size~20,50! in units of the two
rms beam sizes.

FIG. 6. Vertical and horizontal wake field computed by displa
ing microbunches at various longitudinal positions along the bun
for electron-cloud sizes of~10,10! and ~10,50!, respectively.
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hand, the horizontal field enlargement is smaller~5%! than
the vertical one, presumably becausec/ve,x'sz .

B. Round beam

We now discuss the wake field caused by the elect
cloud for a round beam. In proton rings, electron clou
formed by ionization and secondary emission may ca
beam instabilities. In extremely high-energy proton rin
such as LHC, synchrotron radiation and photoemission
also be important. The beam in a proton ring is often
nearly round shape. The characteristics of the round-b
wake force may be different from those of a flat beam.
calculate the wake field for the SPS parameters in Tabl
The beam is approximately round (533 mm2) with an as-
pect ratio of 0.6.

The wake field is calculated in the same manner as tha
the flat beam. Figure 7 shows the vertical and horizon
wake field obtained by the simulation for various electro
cloud sizes. The wake-field parameters fitted in the case~1,1!
are cRS /Q51.33106 m22, vR51.53109 s21, and Q
516 for the vertical plane, andcRS /Q55.63105 m22,
vR51.23109 s21, and Q517 for the horizontal. These
numbers are roughly consistent with the analytic estim
The computed wake force first grows for increasing clo
size, and then saturates for cloud sizes around 3 –5s. The
parameters in the case~10,10! are cRS /Q53.23106 m22,
vR51.43109 s21, and Q54.9 for the vertical plane, and
cRS /Q52.63106 m22, vR51.13109 s21, and Q53.5
for the horizontal. The vertical and horizontal wake forc
have similar characteristics. The maximum strength of
vertical wake force is 1.3 times that of the horizontal one,
be compared with an analytically estimated ratio
(sx /sy)

3/252.1. We should note here that the computed
tio of the wake strengths coincides with (sx /sy)

1/251.3,

FIG. 7. Vertical and horizontal wake forces (W1) induced by an
electron cloud for an approximately round beam with an rms siz
533 mm2. Each line corresponds to a different size of the elect
cloud: ~1,1!, ~5,5!, ~10,10!, and ~20,20!, in units of the two rms
beam sizes.
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similar to the scaling found in the flat-beam simulation.
the next section, we use the wake field computed with
cloud size of~20,20! for the instability analysis.

Figure 8 shows the wake force computed with vario
initial displacements for cloud sizes of~20,20!. They display
a good linearity for amplitudes below 4 mm for either clou
size. Once again, we find that the range of the linear regio
determined by the beam size and independent of the c
size.

The lengthc/ve,x'c/ve,y'20 cm characterizes the tim
scale of cloud focusing. It is shorter than the bunch len
sz530 cm. We calculate the wake field varying the long
tudinal position of the displaced microbunch in steps of

f
n

FIG. 8. Linearity of vertical and horizontal wake forces for a
approximately round beam with a rms size of 533 mm2 induced
by an electron cloud. Each line corresponds to a different displa
ment of 1, 4, 10, 20, and 40 mm. The beam size is 533 mm2, and
the cloud size~10,10! in units of the two rms beam sizes.

FIG. 9. Vertical and horizontal wake field computed for di
placements of microbunches at various longitudinal positions,
an electron-cloud size of~20,20! in units of the two rms beam sizes
2-8
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WAKE-FIELD AND FAST HEAD-TAIL INSTABILITY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 016502
cm. Figure 9 depicts the wake force computed for the d
placement of a microbunch located a distance 0, 10, 20,
40, 50, and 60 cm behind the head of the bunch. The fig
shows that, if later microbunches are displaced, the w
field is enhanced by about 50%.

C. Summary for the wake field computed by the simulation

We calculated the wake field for flat-beam~KEKB-LER!
and round-beam~CERN-SPS! using a simulation. From the
simulation results depicted in Figs. 1, 2, and 7, we obtai
the resonator parameters listed in Table III, which refer to
cloud sizes~10,50! and ~10,10! for horizontal and vertical
wake field of the flat beam, respectively, and~10,10! for the
round beam. It is interesting to compare these numbers
the analytic estimates in Table II. The frequencies of
wake field are little changed from the analytical value. O
the other hand,RS /Q is increased by the contribution o
electrons in the nonlinear region. Especially the horizon
wake of a flat beam is remarkably enlarged, by a factor of
The nonlinear force between beam and electrons, wh
causes a spread ofvR , results in a finiteQ factor. ThisQ
was estimated by the simulation.

The transverse single bunch instability caused by the e
tron cloud can be analyzed using the wake fields of Table
We stress that these wake fields are approximations:

~1! The wake field depends on the longitudinal position
the perturbation because of the focusing of the electron cl
due to the beam force, as discussed above. This longitud
dependence introduces an ambiguity for the value ofRS /Q.
From the simulation, the ambiguity is at most a factor o
for c/vR,sz .

~2! We have used a coasting beam to calculate the w
field, but the actual beam particles are distributed as a Ga
ian in the longitudinal phase space, and the real beam
densityl is not a constant.

~3! The transverse beam sizessx(y) vary as a function of
s according to the local beta functions.

The variations of line density and beam size both caus
spread ofvR , which will further reduceQ. Below we study
the instability bearing in mind this uncertainty.

IV. TRANSVERSE SINGLE BUNCH INSTABILITY CAUSED
BY THE WAKE FORCE

We now discuss a transverse single bunch instab
caused by the wake force. This instability has been obse
in simulation studies reported previously@5#. There, a clear

TABLE III. Simulated parameters for the wake field induced
an electron cloud of densityre51012 m23, as obtained by fitting to
the resonator model.

KEKB-LER SPS

x y x y

vR@s21# 8.731010 2.231011 1.13109 1.43109

Q 2.7 6.3 3.5 4.9
cRS /Q@m22# 2.93106 8.33106 2.63106 3.23106
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instability threshold was observed, in either beam curren
electron density, which was attributed to the onset of
strong head-tail or transverse-mode-coupling instabi
~TMCI!. In order to confirm this hypothesis, we here analy
the instability using the perturbation theory of a Vlas
equation as is done for impedance problems due to vac
chambers and cavities. A threshold density of electron clo
and growth of the instability can be estimated by the ana
sis. We use two methods to analyze the instability. One is
so-called TMCI theory@13#, which is popularly used. In the
theory, motion of a bunch is expanded into dipole betat
and its synchrotron side band modes,

C5 (
l 52`

`

f ~Jy ,Jz!e
ifyeil fze2 ivs/c, ~17!

where Ji and f i are the action variables, amplitude an
angle, of each phase space, respectively, andl is the azi-
muthal mode number of longitudinal motion, which chara
terizes a synchrotron side band. Stability of each mode
discussed by obtaining eigenveluesv. The growth is caused
by the mode coupling, and its rate is on the order of
synchrotron tune. The other is based on the coasting b
model in which the synchrotron motion is neglected@20,21#.
The growth of the instability is explicitly assumed to b
faster than the synchrotron period in this model. We call t
approach the fast blow-up method. The threshold is de
mined by the relation between the growth of the instabil
and Landau damping. The tune spread due to the en
spread through the slippage and chromaticity contribute
the Landau damping. These two methods describe the s
phenomenon, though their starting situations are differe
The TMCI method has kept the time scale slower than
synchrotron period in mind, and brings up the threshold
instability whose growth time is on the order of the synch
tron period. The fast blow-up method starts to consider
time scale faster than the synchrotron period.

The instability has been studied by the tracking method
which beam-electron cloud interactions are calculated
merically for KEKB-LER @5,22,23#. The threshold of verti-
cal instability was estimated to berc'5;1031011 m23. It
is interesting to compare the threshold value.

We first analyze the instability using the TMCI approac
There are radial modes forJz , which is characterized by
Laguerre polynomials for Gaussian distribution on the lon
tudinal phase space. We take only the lowest radial mode
consider azimuthal mode coupling. The frequency~tune! of
each mode (v ( l )2vb)/vs is obtained by solving the eigen
value problem for matrixM,

Mll 85 ld l l 82 i
Nrec

4pgT0vbvs
i l 2 l 8

1

Al ! l 8!
E

2`

`

dvZ1~v!

3Fvsz

A2c
G l 1 l 8

expF2
v2sz

2

c2 G . ~18!

In Eq. ~18!, we use the impedance representation, which
the Fourier transform of the wake force,
2-9
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Z1~v!5 i E
2`

` dz

c
e2 ivz/cW~z!. ~19!

For givenRS , Q, and vR , the resonator impedance is e
pressed by

Z1~v!5
c

v

RS

11 iQS vR

v
2

v

vR
D . ~20!

The matrix in Eq.~18! has infinite dimension because
l 52`,`. The eigenfrequencyv ( l )'vb6 lvs corresponds
to a betatron side band. The real and imaginary parts
v ( l )2vb7 lvs denote tune shift and growth rate of each s
band, respectively. When the real part becomes at a thres
O(vs), one mode couples or merges with another mode,
the two coupled modes assume imaginary frequency com
nents and one of them becomes unstable. The imaginary
is alsoO(vs). This phenomenon is called the strong hea
tail instability or mode-coupling instability@13#.

We now truncate the matrix atl 564, and calculate the
eigenvalues numerically. The eigenvalue or tune of e
mode is computed as a function ofRS /Q usingvR andQ of
Table III. The strength of the wake field (RS /Q) scales with
the density of the electron cloud, since in our model ea
electron interacts with the beam independently. Figure
shows the computed mode-frequency variation as a func
of RS /Q. SinceRS /Q is linearly related with the cloud den
sity rc , the figure also gives us the dependence onrc .

We observe that in each picture two frequencies co
sponding to the betatron side bandsvb andvb2vs coincide
at a certain value ofcRS /Q, i.e., the mode-coupling instabil
ity occurs. The threshold of the instability is characterized
@cRS /Q#x(y) and corresponding electron cloud dens
r thr,x(y) for vertical and horizontal plane. They are express
by

@cRS /Q# thr,y52.73107 m22 r thr,y'3.331012 m23

~21!

@cRS /Q# thr,x54.83106 m22 r thr,x'1.731012 m23.

~22!

The growth rate overr thr behaves asA12r/r thr. They are
'0.5vs and '0.03vs for horizontal and vertical, respec
tively, at rc52r thr . We note that the vertical threshol
@cRS /Q# thr is much higher than the horizontal one, and t
vertical growth rate is much slower than the horizontal o
The matrix element ofM0,21 is very small forvcsz /c.1
and Q@1, as can be seen when integrating Eq.~18!. It is
difficult to compute mode coupling accurately for such
small coupling term. However, the description does not se
to be entirely correct in this case, and possibly we wo
need to take into account higher-order radial and azimu
modes. We conjecture that the actual threshold of the ver
instability is lower than computed.

The coupled modes ofl 50 andl 521 separate again a
cRS /Q553107 m22, as is seen in Fig. 10~a!. However,
from this we cannot conclude that the beam is stable ag
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for these large values ofcRS /Q, since higher-order radia
modes may also become important.

In the case of the SPS, the computed threshold values

@cRS /Q# thr,y51.43106 m22, r thr,y'4.431011 m23,

~23!

@cRS /Q# thr,x51.03106 m22, r thr,x'3.831011 m23.
~24!

The growth rates for both planes are'0.5vs at rc52r thr .
As discussed in Sec. III, the wake-field parametersRS /Q

and Q, listed in Table III, are somewhat uncertain. Cons
ering the effect of the electron-cloud focusing due to t

FIG. 10. Variation of the betatron side band frequenciesv
2vb)/vs with cRS /Q, or cloud density, for constant valuesQ and
vR taken from Table III. The chromaticity is zero. Pictures show~a!
vertical and~b! horizontal side band spectra for the KEKB-LER
and ~c! vertical spectra for the SPS.
2-10
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WAKE-FIELD AND FAST HEAD-TAIL INSTABILITY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 016502
beam force, the value ofRS /Q in the vertical plane can be
factor of 2 larger forvRsz /c.1, whereas theQ value in
both planes may be reduced by the nonuniform longitud
beam distribution and by the beam size modulation due
the variation of theb function around the ring. The effect o
changingRS /Q is simply a shift along the horizontal axis o
the figure. To estimate the effect of a reducedQ value, we
repeat the mode-coupling calculation forQ51, that is for a
frequency spreadDv'vR/2. This reduction inQ is intro-
duced heread hoc, in order to study the possible effect whic
the variation of beta functions around the ring and the n
uniform longitudinal charge density might have on t
threshold. The result is depicted in Fig. 11. The threshold
mode coupling is only moderately affected by this change
Q. More precisely, now the instability threshold becomes

FIG. 11. Variation of the betatron side band frequenciesv
2vb)/vs with cRS /Q, or cloud density, for a constant valueQ
51, andvR taken from Table III. The chromaticity is zero. Picture
show ~a! vertical and ~b! horizontal side band spectra for th
KEKB-LER, and~c! vertical spectra for the SPS.
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@cRS /Q# thr,y51.93107 m22, r thr,y'2.331012 m23,
~25!

@cRS /Q# thr,x55.73106 m22, r thr,x'2.031012 m23.
~26!

We note that@cRS /Q# thr,y decreases, becauseM0,21 assumes
a larger value for a lowerQ at vcsz /c.1. The vertical
growth rate now increases to'0.3vs at rc52r thr , while the
horizontal one does not change. As is emphasized bef
RS /Q in the vertical plane could increase by a factor of 2 f
vRsz /c.1 due to the effect of electron focusing under t
influence of the beam force. To take this into account,
may consider a two times larger wake-field strength in
vertical plane, whereas the correction in the horizontal pla
should be small~sinceve,xsz /c51.1 andve,ysz /c52.8).
With this additional assumption, the estimate of the verti
threshold becomesr thr'131012 m23.

In the case of the SPS, reducingQ to 1, the threshold is

@cRS /Q# thr,y51.83106 m22, r thr,y'5.631011 m23,
~27!

@cRS /Q# thr,x51.43106 m22, r thr,x'5.431011 m23.
~28!

If here we also increase the wake-field amplitude by a fac
of 2 to account for the electron focusing along the bunch,
threshold value decreases to'2.731011 m23.

We next discuss the instability using the fast blow-
method. The reasons for an alternative approach are the
lowing. The mode-coupling calculation gives a reliable so
tion for instability rise times that are long compared with t
synchrotron period. Also, in the mode-coupling calculation
is difficult to treat and interpret the case of nonzero chrom
ticity, since some modes are then already unstable at s
current. If the instability growth time is small compared wi
the synchrotron period, it is not possible to compute the
stability growth rate by expanding into synchrotron mod
In this case, we may estimate the associated instab
threshold using the theory of vertical fast blow up first d
veloped by Ruth and Wang@20# and later rederived by Ker
nel et al. @21#. A further advantage of this second approach
that, for conventional impedances, it is known to describe
dependence of the instability threshold on chromaticity
good agreement with observations@21#.

The growth time is computed from the linearized Vlas
equation, taking into account the longitudinal particle disp
sion due to energy spread and momentum compaction,
not the effect of the rf voltage. Without expanding into lo
gitudinal modes, the threshold bunch population follo
from the approximate solution of an integral equati
@20,21#. Note that there are two minor differences betwe
the formulas of@20# and @21#. First, the threshold estimate
differ by a numerical factor ofA3/2, and, second, one refe
ence uses the effective impedance, the other the peak im
ance. References@24,25# outline an alternative treatment o
fast vertical instabilities. All these analytical treatments a
based on the linearized Vlasov equation. Reference@20# de-
termines an approximate solution to an eigenvalue equat
2-11
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The method proposed in Refs.@24,25# does not make this
approximation, but involves complex mathematics and
been illustrated only for a simplified example wake field. W
follow the approach of Refs.@20# and @21#.

Applied to our resonator wake field, Eq.~19!, the thresh-
old of fast blow up@20,21# reads

Nb,thr,x(y)'
4pL

e2c3Z0

4h~Dp/p!rmsuvR1vj,x(y)uEsz

b',x(y)uRe@Zeff~vmax!#u
,

~29!

whereE is the beam energy,Z0 the vacuum impedance,h
the slippage factor,b' the average transverse beta functio
vmax'vR the frequency at which the real part of the effecti
impedance, as defined in Ref.@21#, is maximum, and
vj,x(y)5Qx(y)8 c/(hL), the chromatic frequency shift. For
constant bunch current, Eq.~29! gives a threshold value fo
the effective impedance, or, equivalently, for the electr
density~Fig. 12!.

FIG. 12. Real, imaginary, and absolute values of the effec
vertical impedance as a function of frequency in units of the re
nant frequency for KEKB~upper! and SPS~lower!. The impedance
was computed using the parameters of Table III, but withQ51 and
two times enhanced wake amplitude.
01650
s

,

n

Inserting the parameter values of Table III, we compu
the effective impedance as a function of frequency. E
amples for KEKB and SPS are shown in Fig. 4. The effect
impedances areZx,eff'2.731025 sm22 and Zy,eff'7.7
31025 sm22 for the horizontal and vertical plane at KEKB
and 1.931025 sm23 and 2.431025 sm23 for the horizontal
and vertical plane at the SPS.

For the parameters of Table III, we then determine
threshold electron densities for the KEKB LER as

r thr,y'@9.43101112.43109Qy8# m23, ~30!

r thr,x'@1.13101217.03109Qx8# m23, ~31!

and for the CERN SPS as

r thr,y'@2.03101112.931011jy# m23, ~32!

r thr,x'@2.03101113.631011jx# m23, ~33!

where, in the second case, we have convertedQ8 into jx(y)

5Qx(y)8 /Qb,x(y) , as used in the SPS control room. The
thresholds coincide with the corresponding values from
TMCI calculation within a factor of 2. We observe again th
for both SPS and KEKB the horizontal and vertical instab
ties are about equally strong. For KEKB the dependence
the chromaticity is rather weak, whereas for the SPS an
crease in chromaticity byDjx,y'10.6 is predicted to double
the instability threshold. This is roughly in agreement w
observations.

If we repeat the same exercise as for the TMCI calcu
tion, and again consider a reduced valueQ51 for all cases,
the effective impedances becomeZy,eff'3.431025 sm22

and Zx,eff'1.931025 sm22 for KEKB, and Zy,eff'5.8
31023 sm22 and Zx,eff'5.231023 sm22 for the SPS. In
this case, the threshold electron densities for the KEKB L
are

r thr,y'@2.23101215.83109Qy8# m23, ~34!

r thr,x'@1.53101219.73109Qx8# m23, ~35!

and for the CERN SPS are

r thr,y'@3.43101114.631011jy# m23, ~36!

r thr,x'@3.03101115.431011jx# m23. ~37!

Thus, the threshold values obtained from the theory of f
blow up with Q51 agree almost perfectly with those pr
dicted by the TMCI calculation. We again want to emphas
that the wake-field amplitude may increase by a factor o
for vRsz /c.1, especially in the vertical plane of KEKB.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied the wake field induced by the elect
cloud using both analytical and simulation approaches. T
wake field is approximated by a resonator, whose parame
(RS /Q, vR , andQ! can be determined by either approac
Results are listed in Tables II and III. The analytic theo

e
-
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gives the resonator parameters for a rigid Gaussian beam
an electron cloud of equal rms size, with results as show
Eqs.~5!, ~6!, ~10!, and~11!. However, in this approachQ is
infinite, because the wake field has a unique frequency
does not decay. On the other hand, the simulation inclu
the nonlinearity of the beam-cloud interaction as well as
effect of the cloud size. The strength of the simulated wa
field (RS /Q) increases for larger cloud sizes, whileQ is
reduced to a finite value due to the nonlinear force. For a
beam (sx /sy;7), the strength of the vertical wake in
creases two times for increasing cloud size, while that of
horizontal wake increases much further. The strength of
horizontal wake@cRS /Q#x is aboutAsy /sx3@c/RS /Q#y .
This factor indicates the number of electrons contributing
the wake force. For a round beam (sx /sy;1.7), the strength
of the simulated wake force in both planes is 3–5 tim
larger than the analytic one. The empirical relati
@cRS /Q#x /@cRS /Q#y5Asy /sx is also fulfilled for the
round beam. The resonator frequencyvR slightly differs be-
tween the simulation and the analytical calculation. It
about 25% larger for the analytic estimate. The wake fo
was found to be linear for transverse perturbation amplitu
smaller than the rms beam size. This fact suggests tha
instability saturates at an amplitude comparable to the b
size.

Electrons in the cloud are gathered near the beam du
the attractive beam force, with the result that the electr
cloud density inside the beam increases along a bunch.
density increase progresses on a time scale of 1/vR . As a
result of this density increase, the simulated wake field
enlarged along the bunch. The simulated enlargements a
factor 2 for the vertical wake force of the KEKB-LER
(vRsz /c52.8) and about 50% for the SPS (vRsz /c51.2).
There is little enlargement for KEKB-LER in the horizont
plane (vRsz /c51.1).

Our wake-field computation did not take into account t
nonuniform longitudinal charge distribution inside a bunc
or the beam size modulation around the ring due to the va
tion of beta function. Both effects will decrease theQ value.

The single bunch instability caused by the simulated w
field was analyzed by both mode-coupling theory and by
theory of fast blow up. In the former case, we conside
only the lowest radial mode and calculated the spectra
betatron side bands (u l u<4) for various values of the
p
er

cle
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electron-cloud density orcRS /Q. The thresholds of the
mode-coupling~strong head-tail! instability were obtained as
rc'1.731012 m23 in the vertical plane andrc'3.3
31012 m23 in the horizontal plane for KEKB-LER, and
rc'3.824.431011 m23 for the CERN SPS, using the
wake-field parameters of Table III. We next examined t
effect of a reduction in theQ value toQ51, thereby roughly
approximating the effect of the resonance frequency spr
along the bunch and around the ring. For the reducedQ
value, we obtained the modified thresholdsrc'2.3
31012 m23 vertically andrc'2.031012 m23 horizontally
for KEKB-LER, and rc'5.531011 m23 for the CERN
SPS. The threshold values could be reduced by the wa
field enlargement due to the electron density increase a
the bunch. The enlargement is especially conspicuous for
vertical wake force of KEKB-LER, as discussed above. T
computed vertical threshold for KEKB-LER is roughly con
sistent with that of a tracking simulation,rc'5;10
31011 m23 @5,22,23#. In tracking simulations, a horizonta
instability has not yet been reported. More studies are nee
for this case.

In addition to the mode-coupling calculation, we ha
computed threshold cloud densities for the fast blow-up~or
‘‘post head-tail’’! instability @20,21#, using the approximate
wake fields inferred from our simulation. The values so o
tained roughly agree with those from the TMCI calculatio
The theory of fast blow up also gives the dependence on
chromaticity. The instability threshold at the SPS is predic
to be more sensitive to the chromaticity than that at KEK
which is consistent with observations.

Finally, all wake fields discussed in this paper were co
puted for a region free of external magnetic fields. The ho
zontal wake field will likely be suppressed inside a bend
magnet. The vertical wake in a bending magnet should
similar to that calculated here. The effect of a weak solen
field on the wake function is less clear. These questions
be the subject of future studies.
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